GEOG 3940 Urban Geography Seminar
Spring 2013 | Monday 2p – 5:30p
Boettcher West 123 | Department of Geography and the Environment

Instructor: Prof. E. Eric Boschmann, eric.boschmann@du.edu
Office hours: Monday 1p – 2p & Thursday 1p – 2p | Boettcher West 112 | tel: 303.871.4387
Course materials available at www.blackboard.du.edu

Course Description “International comparison of economic and social, positive and negative aspects of urban systems” (Course Catalog)

Spring 2013 special topic

Global urban perspectives on social justice, urbanization, and comparative urbanism

The focus of this seminar will be upon three current trends in urban geography: social inequalities, global urbanization, and comparative urban approaches. First we will briefly cover some foundations and history of urban geography as a discipline. Then we will spend time reading and discussing current works on these three contemporary themes. In the final half of the course we will read current and seminal research papers on cities, with particular discussion through the lens of these three themes. The flow of this final half will follow a regional approach.

Course goals and outcomes

“...students in geography should read widely, and read their heads off!”
- Peter R. Gould (1932 – 2000)

Why a seminar? Adequate space and time for reading extensively can get lost in our contemporary society. Thus, a weekly seminar is a helpful platform to establish a set of reading goals, construct knowledge and learning in discussion, and otherwise keep us accountable. By the end of the quarter, all students should:

- Be knowledgeable (through reading and discussion) about the current urban geography themes of urban social justice, comparative urbanism, and global urbanization.
- Be knowledgeable (through reading and discussion) about a variety of very current urban geography research (since year 2000) in the regions of Latin America, Africa, East Asia, South and Southeast Asia, and Europe.
- Be knowledgeable (through reading and discussion) about foundations, key ideas, terms, and trends in urban geography that arise throughout the variety of readings (e.g. neoliberalism, splintering urbanism, urban form, globalization, transnational urbanism, postmodernism).
- Become an expert (through final term paper) about one urban topic or place.
Learning expectations:
This is seminar-style course that meets once weekly. We will focus on reading, writing, and discussion participation/leading. Attendance and participation is essential. Your grade will be determined by the following learning expectations. The course grading scale is noted below.

Reading (25%) Given the nature of a seminar, students are required to complete all the readings, on time. For each class period (excluding 3/25, 6/3) students will submit an annotated bibliography or reading journal. This can include a summary of the article and its key points, as well as questions you have, or connections made to other readings. The point of an annotation/journal is to give you good reference to your thoughts from when you originally read the article. Undergraduates, annotations / journal entries for each article should be a minimum of 175 words; for graduates, annotations / journal entries for each article should be a minimum of 350 words. Each weekly annotation will receive a grade on a five point grading scale. (3.125% each, * 8 class periods, excluding 3/25, 6/3).

Active participation (25%) Students are required to actively participate and constructively contribute to each class discussion. Assessment of participation will be self and instructor.

Discussion leadership (25%) Students are required to lead some of the discussion during each class period (excluding 3/25, 6/3). Graduate students will be in charge of one reading, while pairs or trios of undergrads will work together for one reading. Ideally students should send around reading and discussion questions by Friday, for the following seminar session.

Discussion questions can take on many forms; please have a variety of questions. For each reading it is best to have at least 5 discussion questions. Initial questions can be factual and understanding type questions (what are the three main forms of cities the author discusses? What are their differences?), or questions of clarification or uncertainty (what does the author mean by ____... I didn’t understand polycentrism. What does it mean?). More in-depth questions should be about personal opinions and experiences, making relations or transferring across readings and ideas, or synthesizing (from your personal experience and observation, do you agree more with the LA School or Chicago school? Why?... What is your opinion of the research methods used in this article?... How does the issue of homelessness in this paper relate to how homelessness was addressed in last week’s reading?...)

Final paper (25%) Students are required to write a final term paper. The topic can be tailored to your personal interest, but should focus on a specific city, or an urban problem, and be more international in focus, rather than US-centric. Undergraduate students might write a research paper based on ideas generated from any study abroad experience. Grad students should use this opportunity to explore a topic of interest beyond their thesis. Specific criteria are forthcoming, but should be ~ 20 pages in length, with 15 additional outside academic sources. For undergraduates the requirement is ~12 pages with a minimum of 8 additional outside academic sources. All students will give a short presentation of their research on June 3. Most additional outside articles should come from the following journals:

Environment and Planning A, (B), (C), (D) Annals of the Association of American Geographers
Professional Geographer Urban Geography
Urban Studies Cities
Urban Affairs Urban Affairs Review
International Journal of Urban and Regional Research (IJUURR)
Journal of the American Planning Association (JAPA)
European Urban and Regional Studies
Graduate vs. undergraduate expectations
As an upper-level seminar, all students are expected to participate and engage in class in a manner that is different than a lecture-based course. Particularly in this context active engagement and thoughtful contribution is expected, over passive absorption. Since the engagement of ideas during class time is dependent upon our mutual exposure to reading materials, it would be difficult to assign different amounts of reading for graduate and undergraduate students; we all need to come to the table with the same set of knowledge. Thus, to create the most active and engaging seminar discussions involving all students, there will not be separate reading assignments based on student level. However, given that graduate and undergraduates arrive with different academic backgrounds or experiences, and carry different workloads during this quarter, there are some varied expectations:

1. The weekly reading annotations for undergraduates will be shorter.
2. For the weekly discussions, graduate students are expected to lead discussion independently, while undergraduates will do so in pairs or triads.
3. The final term paper will have different expectations.

Tips for success
• Have a weekly reading strategy. Don’t plan to read everything on Sunday night. Spread the work throughout the week.
• Take advantage of the new Anderson Academic Commons! Rumor has it there are numerous places for quiet reading in this new space.
• Read interactively with the text. Highlight, make margin notes, jot your key points down on the front page, circle unfamiliar terms or idea. For this type of reading, is digital reading the best approach for interactive reading? [Suggestion: since there aren’t textbooks to buy, spend some money to print out all the readings, and mark them up!]
• Don’t get discouraged if you don’t understand portions of an article. What parts make sense? What parts are unclear? Also, some articles will use statistical procedures in their methods. Really good authors can make the most complex stats comprehensible to the layperson. Not all are good authors!
• When is the best time to write your annotations? Immediately after reading one article? After reading all the articles? Find out what works best for you. But do it when it’s fresh in your mind.
• Before class, spend some time refreshing yourself on the readings, particularly if you read them earlier in the week.
• On the articles in which you are not leading discussion, come with your own questions and talking points prepared.

Course Policies
• Accommodations can be made for students with disabilities provided they notify the Disabilities Services Program office first.
• Please hold all texting, emailing, or web surfing until the end of class, or designated break times. Laptops should only be used for purposes of note taking.
• We only have 10 meeting times this quarter. Attendance for all seminars is required. If you miss any seminar, for any reason, you must complete an essay (5 pages minimum, double spaced, 1” margins, 11 pt. Times New Roman) on the readings. This is in addition to the required annotations. This essay should not be a summary (which your annotation covers); it should be a critical and substantive engagement with issues raised in the readings. The essay is due by Friday morning 9am, on the week of the seminar missed. Failure to turn in an essay will result in a 10% final grade reduction.
GEOG 3940: Course Calendar

SECTION 1 Foundations of urban geography

If you have not taken an urban geography course, or even much human geography in general, we will spend two weeks surveying the history, methods, schools of thought, and research agendas in urban geography. This should be helpful for everyone.

Week 1 (March 25)

Course introduction
1. Kahn, Michael. 1971. The Seminar. Discuss the noted problems of seminars, and key suggestions.
   Exercise: Our urban (geographical) imaginations

Group reading & presentation of two urban geography overviews:

Week 2 (April 1)


SECTION 2 Contemporary themes in urban geography

In this section we will read the ideas behind three major themes of urban geography today: social justice, global urbanization, and comparative urbanism.

Week 3 (April 8)

Theme 1: Comparative urbanism: What is the ‘comparative urbanism’ approach?

Theme 2: Global urbanization

This week, at the annual AAG conference in Los Angeles, one conference theme is: "Beyond the Los Angeles School: Global Urbanization". Much of the conversation here is not just on the growth of cites, but also processes of urban change and global connectedness.


Film: *Urbanized*, 2011. A documentary film by Gary Hustwit, 85 min. (Swiss Dots Ltd.)

**Week 4 (April 15)**

**Theme 3: Social Justice | spatial inequalities | splintering urbanism**

   - Everyone reads Introduction, Chs. 1,2,6 (conclusion)
   - Split the following chapters
     - Chapter 3 “New York”
     - Chapter 4 “London”
     - Chapter 5 “Amsterdam”


**SECTION 3 Global perspectives**

The remaining weeks will focus on reading urban-related studies from different regions of the world. I have selected these from leading urban journals, and they represent very cutting edge/recent urban research. Most are published in the last 3 years or so. If you have other readings of interest, I am willing to make substitutions.

**Week 5 (April 22) LATIN AMERICA**

**special note** Due to the visit of Dr. David Keeling this week, Monday’s class will be shortened. We will hold a special breakfast roundtable discussion with Dr. Keeling on Friday, April 26. More details forthcoming. Also, everyone is highly encouraged to attend his colloquium talk at 4pm on Thursday, April 25.


Film: *Cities on Speed: Bogotá Change*. 2009. København: Copenhagen Int’l Film Festival (58 min.)

Please prepare for a Friday discussion with Dr. David Keeling
**Week 6 (April 29) **

**AFRICA**


Film: Cities on Speed: Cairo Garbage 2009. København: Copenhagen Int'l Film Festival (55 min.)

**Week 7 (May 6) **

**EAST ASIA**


Film: Cities on Speed: Shanghai Space 2009. København: Copenhagen Int'l Film Festival (60 min.)

**Week 8 (May 13) **

**EUROPE**

**special note** Due to the visit of Dr. Bill Howard this week, Monday’s class will be shortened. We will hold a special breakfast roundtable discussion with Dr. Howard on Friday, May 17. More details forthcoming. Also, everyone is highly encouraged to attend his colloquium talk at 4pm on Thursday, May 16.

6. Please prepare for the Friday discussion with Dr. Bill Howard
   - The Utilitarian City: London 1825-1900
• The City of Perpetual Public Works: Paris 1850-1870
• The City as Freeway: Los Angeles 1900-1980
• The Social Democratic Utopia: Stockholm 1945-1980
• The City of Capitalism Rampant: London 1979-1993

Week 9 South, Southeast, and Southwest Asia
6. TBA

Film: *Cities on Speed: Mumbai Disconnected* 2009. København: Copenhagen Int’l Film Festival (58 min.)

May 27 – Memorial Day – No class

Week 10 (June 3: 2p – 3:50p only) FINAL DISCUSSION

This is the scheduled final exam period. Note the shortened time. We will reserve this time for student term paper presentations, or final discussion of readings, as necessary.